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Figure 1: An overview of some of the aspects of AvatAR: (a) The virtual avatars of two persons, one with an active 3D trajectory 
for the left hand, and the tablet with the foor plan visible, which shows the trajectories and position of the two avatars as 
well as the position and viewing direction of the analyst. (b) A virtual avatar interacts with an interactive displays. Two ghost 
preview instances are pinned to mark the points when the display was touched and the gaze visualization is active to show 
what the avatar is looking at. (c) An avatar with the activated Specter Visualization technique for the whole body, which shows 
semi-transparent representations of the avatar for past and future time frames. 

ABSTRACT 
Analysis of human motion data can reveal valuable insights about 
the utilization of space and interaction of humans with their envi-
ronment. To support this, we present AvatAR, an immersive analysis 
environment for the in-situ visualization of human motion data, 
that combines 3D trajectories with virtual avatars showing people’s 
detailed movement and posture. Additionally, we describe how visu-
alizations can be embedded directly into the environment, showing 
what a person looked at or what surfaces they touched, and how the 
avatar’s body parts can be used to access and manipulate those vi-
sualizations. AvatAR combines an AR HMD with a tablet to provide 
both mid-air and touch interaction for system control, as well as an 
additional overview device to help users navigate the environment. 

We implemented a prototype and present several scenarios to show 
that AvatAR can enhance the analysis of human motion data by 
making data not only explorable, but experienceable. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Visualization techniques; Ubiquitous and mobile 
computing systems and tools; Mixed / augmented reality. 

KEYWORDS 
In-situ visualisation, augmented/mixed reality, human motion data, 
analysing space utilization, motion analysis, Immersive Analytics 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of human motion data can reveal many useful insights 
into the utilization of space, existing behavior patterns, and the exe-
cution of complex work sequences. For example, human motion can 
be analyzed to better understand how people collaborate in front 
of large displays[61], what exhibitions visitors attend to and where 
they spend their time when visiting museums [38], to understand 
how buildings are utilized to make them more energy-efcient [7], 
and how people perform complex dance sequences [45]. Efcient 
analysis of movement data, however, requires tools that can directly 
relate human movement to the surrounding environment. 

Traditionally, analysis of spatial data is performed primarily in 
desktop environments utilizing 2D [30, 50, 63] or 3D [2, 14, 36] tra-
jectory plots, heatmaps [24, 30, 47], line charts [61, 63], and parallel 
coordinates [29]. In recent years Immersive Analytics has become a 
strong contender to more traditional approaches for the analysis of 
spatial data, including motion data, leveraging immersive technolo-
gies like Augmented Reality (AR) or Virtual Reality (VR) displays 
to visualize data directly within the environment it was captured 
in. These in-situ visualizations enable the direct, spatially aware 
analysis of motion data with a high degree of immersion [11, 34, 40]. 
Most of these systems still make use of predominantly 3D trajec-
tories, sometimes accompanied by auxiliary visualizations such 
as heatmaps [11]. While trajectories alone allow users to gain an 
overview of the overall position of one or multiple people, they pro-
vide little details about their actual behavior and their interactions 
with the surrounding environment. We believe there is unaddressed 
potential in using immersive technologies to overcome barriers be-
tween people, their data, and the tools they use for analysing and 
understanding human activities and behavior. 

To address limitations of previous approaches, we propose AvatAR, 
an immersive environment for the analysis of human motion data. 
AvatAR uses an Augmented Reality (AR) head-mounted display 
(HMD) to directly blend virtual content with the real environment 
and enable in-situ visualizations of human motion data. AvatAR 
combines traditional trajectory-based visualizations with interac-
tive humanoid 3D avatars, providing a detailed representation of a 
person’s posture as well as their movement through and interaction 
with the environment. In AvatAR, the 3D avatars act as a control in-
terface allowing users to manipulate the visualization, control what 
data is shown, and to scrub through time. Additionally, a tablet in-
terface allows for precise input as well as a concise overview of the 
current scene to aid the analyst’s explorations. Additional visualiza-
tions, embedded directly into the environment, show what people 
looked at, their footprints on the ground, and where they interacted 
with the environment by touching it. These visualisations aim to 
create a strong link between data and environment, and to make 
data not only explorable, but also experienceable from the analyst’s 
point of view. Such a tool could then be used for scenarios such as 
the analysis of movement patterns in an ofce context, learning of 
dance movements, and for analyzing customer behavior in retail 
and advertising (see section 5 for more details), 

In summary, our contributions are: 

(a) The design of an immersive analysis environment for the 
in-situ analysis of human motion data, utilizing interactive 

3D avatars, motion trajectories, as well as visualizations 
embedded into the surrounding environment. 

(b) Utilizing the body parts of an avatar as metaphors for access-
ing and manipulating visualizations directly using mid-air 
interaction, complemented by a more abstract tablet inter-
face controlled by touch, which acts as an overview device 
as well. 

(c) A prototype implementation of our concept as well as three 
scenarios highlighting how our techniques can be used for 
the analysis of human motion data. 

2 RELATED WORK 
AvatAR builds upon work on the visualization of motion data in gen-
eral, on research using immersive technologies for visualizations, 
and on work combining mobile devices with immersive technolo-
gies. 

2.1 Visualization of Movement Data 
As shown by N. and G. Andrienko’s analysis of the visual analytics 
of movement [4], as well as an earlier analysis of the visualization 
of spatio-temporial data in general [5], the majority of work for 
visualizing movement data utilizes some form of trajectory, with 
additional parameters like speed or density encoded in attributes 
such as color or thickness. The preferred perspective for those 
visualizations is the bird’s-eye view [30, 50, 58], especially for map-
based data [24, 44, 47, 56, 59, 63]. Visualising 3D motion data as 
trajectories in a 3D enviroment allows to also represent elevation 
as a third spatial dimension and to freely change the perspective 
when analyzing this data, either in desktop environments [2, 14, 
33, 36], immersive environments [11, 17, 34] or on spatially aware 
mobile devices [13]. These trajectory-based visualisations can be 
accompanied by other types of visualizations, such as heatmaps [11, 
24, 30, 47], line charts [24, 61, 63], or parallel coordinates [29] to 
show additional aspects of the data. Another example by Kepplinger 
et al. [33] use gaze information to highlight viewed objects to gain 
further insights about the behavior of players in a video game. 

Space-time cubes [8] are another popular visualization tech-
nique for spatio-temporal data, where space is mapped onto two 
dimensions, often in the form of a map [3, 56, 59], and time is vi-
sualized on a third axis. Trajectories can be stacked to visualize 
additional attributes [3, 59, 66] and space-time cubes have been 
transferred to virtual environments [25] as well as immersive envi-
ronments [51, 66]. Although space-time cubes are 3D visualizations 
in principle, only two spatial dimensions can be visualized, which 
makes this approach only suitable for data which is either inher-
ently 2D, projected to 2D, or where the third dimension can be 
neglected. Thus, similar to the 2D techniques above, this approach 
is not viable for immersive in-situ visualization environments such 
as AvatAR. 

Furthermore, there are examples of analysis environments which 
are less focused on movement itself, but more on how users interact 
with their environment, especially with interactive displays [10, 42, 
61]. Börner and Penumarthy [17] used virtual avatars in a 3D envi-
ronment to visualize the position of users, although only as approx-
imations and with no detailed reconstruction of a user’s posture. 
Lee et al. [39] visualize skeleton data extracted from surveillance 
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videos for the analysis of human motion. However, the skeletons 
are superimposed over 2D images without the ability to freely ex-
plore the 3D environment and the representation of the humans 
is limited to stick fgures, i.e., connecting the various joints with 
strokes. Ocupado [47] visualizes building occupancy on a foor 
plan view aggregated over time, but ofers mainly heatmap based 
visualizations that do not provide any details on a person’s posture 
or how they interacted with the environment. 

While there is a vast body of research concerning the analysis 
of movement data, a lot of it is dedicated to visualizations that can 
only represent two spatial dimensions. While 3D environments 
are also common and have shown to efectively visualize human 
motion data in 3D space, these visualizations mostly use only a 
single point in time to represent a person’s position. Thus, they 
do not allow the detailed reconstruction of human body postures. 
With AvatAR we want to address this by applying reconstructed 
skeleton data to humanoid avatars to facilitate more detailed anal-
ysis of human behavior. One approach that provides this kind of 
detailed humanoid avatars is the work by Yu et al. [65]. However, 
their research is focused on motion guides to teach users, e.g., dance 
routines and not on the analysis of motion data. Thus, their tech-
niques do not allow to gain insights into another persons behavior 
within a certain environment, but rather provide insights on the 
users own movements. 

2.2 Immersive Analysis and Environments 
Immersive technologies like AR or VR HMDs are increasingly 
being used for supporting visual data analysis. The majority of 
Immersive Analytics [26] research is focused on placing classic 
visualizations, such as scatter plots or bar charts, in immersive 
environments [15, 28, 31, 46, 49, 51, 62, 66], providing interaction 
concepts to construct such visualizations [23, 46], fostering col-
laboration between users [16, 41], or analyzing how users utilize 
their surrounding space while using these systems [9]. For example, 
ImAxis [23] enables users to combine interactive axes to a variety 
of visualizations within an immersive environment. Rosenbaum 
et al. [49] proposed changing the color and size of data items in 
immersive visualizations such as scatter plots based on the prox-
imity of the user. Zhang et al. [66] and Filho et al. [28] both utilize 
a VR HMD for visualizing movement data with a space-time cube. 
However, these solutions are limited in that only two spatial di-
mension can be represented. GeoGate [56] combines a space-time 
cube in Augmented Reality with trajectories on a map displayed on 
an interactive tabletop, and provides a ring-shaped tangible object 
that manipulates the data shown in the space-time cube. Nebeling 
et al. [46] present a generic Mixed Reality analysis toolkit which, 
however, lacks dedicated techniques for supporting spatio-temporal 
data and capabilities for in-situ visualizations. 

In contrast to these examples, where the visualizations have lit-
tle relation to their immediate surroundings, in-situ visualizations, 
such as those provided by AvatAR are placed and analyzed directly 
in the environment in which the data was recorded. Kloiber et 
al. [34] visualized human motion in virtual reality using 3D trajec-
tories of the hands and head of multiple people. A triangle ftted 
to those position serves as a guide for simple pose estimation. The 
trajectories are visualized in the same virtual environment they 

were captured to analyze the user’s movements. Proxy objects of 
users’ hands and headset ofered further insights on what users 
were looking at or what they were interacting with. Similarly, Lilija 
et al. [40] and GhostAR [18] show proxy objects for hand and head 
movement, combined with 3D trajectories in a virtual environment. 
The MIRIA toolkit [11] enables the in-situ analysis of movement 
and interaction data by rendering 3D trajectories using an AR HMD. 
Additional visualizations such as heatmaps can be placed on the 
walls or foor to provide further insights. It supports proxy objects 
that visualize the tracked devices and their orientation overlaid on 
the trajectory, but provides no detailed visualization of a person’s 
posture. All these works target similar problems as AvatAR, but 
they do not ofer the detailed analysis of a person’s posture, being 
limited to either a single position per user [11] or the positions of 
head and both hands [18, 34, 40] for each time frame. In contrast, 
AvatAR aims to improve upon these approaches by providing a 
much more detailed reconstruction of a users posture to facilitate 
the in-depth analysis of their behavior. In contrast to this, the work 
of Kraus et al. [35] provides detailed 3D models of people and a 3D 
environment reconstructed from camera images, which can be ex-
plored in VR. However, being a VR environment, it lacks the in-situ 
aspect AvatAR is aiming for and relies instead on teleportation for 
exploration of the environment. 

2.3 Combing AR HMDs and Mobile Devices 
Mobile devices have been combined with AR displays to support in-
teraction with the immersive content. Early examples from Szalavári 
et al. [57] and Schmalstieg et al. [52] both utilize handheld sheets 
that can be used to manipulate AR objects in various ways. More 
recent examples include Symbiosis Sketch [6] which combines a 
tablet with an AR HMD for improved accuracy during 3D sketch-
ing. Users can defne a surface in 3D space and then draw on this 
surface using the tablet. Sereno et al. [53] utilize a tablet for manip-
ulating an AR 3D visualization in a collaborative setting through 
multi-touch interaction. MARVIS [37] shows visualizations in AR 
that support the data visualization displayed on a tablet’s screen. 
Büschel et al. [12] investigate how a smartphone can be used for 
panning and zooming an immersive 3D visualization. Hubenschmid 
et al. [31] utilize spatially aware tablets for multi modal interaction 
with immersive 3D visualizations. In addition to mobile devices, 
prior research highlights the benefts of providing touch input for 
immersive technologies by combining them with large displays [48], 
interactive tabletops [16], and multi display environments [21, 22]. 
These examples illustrate the benefts and potential of combining 
mobile devices with immersive displays, especially to facilitate 
exploring and interacting with 3D visualisations, and how touch 
interaction can be used as an alternative to mid-air interaction 
for manipulating visualizations through precise and tactile input. 
AvatAR leverages the insights from these works by integrating a 
dedicated tablet interface into the immersive environment. 

3 AvatAR: OVERVIEW 
AvatAR is a tool to analyze human motion data to facilitate un-
derstanding of people’s movements through and interactions with 
their surrounding environment. AvatAR provides an immersive 
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Figure 2: The core components of AvatAR: The virtual hu-
manoid avatar visualizing a person’s detailed posture, a 3D 
trajectory providing an overview of movement, and the ac-
companying handheld tablet ofering precise control of all 
visualizations. 

Figure 3: Overview of AvatAR’s various visualization tech-
niques and the body parts of the virtual avatar from which 
they can be accessed. 

analysis environment in which time-varying motion data is visu-
alized directly in the environment in which it was recorded or to 
which it relates. Specifcally, an analyst wears an Augmented Re-
ality (AR) head-mounted display (HMD) to move freely through 
the environment and the visualizations of spatially registered data, 
exploring the data and interacting with the visualizations using mid-
air gestures. The data visualization is centered around humanoid 
avatars, which give a detailed impression of the current posture 
of the recorded person (Figure 2). The avatars are supported by 
additional visualizations, such as 3D trajectories that provide an 
overview of past and future positions of a person, heatmaps and 
footprint visualizations on the ground that give an overview of 
the density as well as exact movement of one or multiple people, 
a visualization of a person’s current visual focus, and a visualiza-
tion of where people touched or interacted with the environment 
(Figure 3). All of these visualizations form a system of multiple 
coordinated views in the sense that they show diferent representa-
tions of the same data. They are designed to work in conjunction 
with each other to provide analysts with an understanding of the 
current scene, with the avatar as the central element not only for 
showing the data, but also for interacting with and controlling the 
visualization through mid-air gestures. 

In addition to the HMD, the analyst carries a tablet that provides 
a 2D foor plan showing the current position and trajectory of all 
the avatars as well as the analyst’s location within the space (Figure 
1a). This complements the immersive view of the AR HMD with a 
summary and can help the analyst with navigation and orientation. 
The tablet also provides an alternative form of interaction, allowing 
for direct interaction with the scene and visualizations using precise 
touch input through a control interface (Figure 2). 

In the remainder of this section, we will describe the individ-
ual techniques in detail, and how an analyst interacts with them. 
Interaction with the avatars and visualization techniques is a key 
component of AvatAR for exploring the dataset and gaining new 
insights. Therefore, we relate our diferent techniques to the seven 
categories of interaction identifed by Yi et al. [64] and to the user 

intent to which they translate: Select (mark something as interest-
ing), Explore (show me something else), Reconfgure (show me 
a diferent arrangement), Encode (show me a diferent represen-
tation), Abstract/Elaborate (show me more or less detail), Filter 
(show me something conditionally), and Connect (show me related 
items). While these categories have been developed for traditional 
information visualization environments, we transfer them to our 
immersive AvatAR environment. 

3.1 Avatars 
Avatars are virtual humanoid representations of a person at a single 
point in time (Figure 4a), showing in detail how a person was 
positioned within a space at a given time. They are the central 
visualization and interaction component within AvatAR, and are 
constructed from pre-recorded 3D joint data. 

The HMD afords freedom of movement so that analysts can 
freely explore the posture of an avatar and their relation to the 
environment in AR. By moving to the same position as an avatar 
in a scene, analysts can better understand the avatar’s current 
situation, for example to learn about comfortable reach from that 
positions or which objects and features in the environment might 
be visible to the recorded person. This form of embodiment allows 
an analyst to use their own senses to experience the data in relation 
to the environment, which is not possible using more traditional 
analysis tools. 

3.1.1 Visual Representation of Avatars. Avatars are generated by 
applying pre-recorded skeleton data to a humanoid 3D model in AR, 
thus reconstructing a person’s posture at a specifc point in time. 
This skeleton data can originate from a multitude of sources, such 
as OpenPose [20], simple RGB cameras [43, 60], or even generated 
from virtual environments [19, 27]. Avatars are scaled to match the 
real-world height and physical size of the person they represent, as 
this might afect how they interact with their physical environment 
or what they can reach and see. Otherwise, avatars provide few 
defning features and have the same optical appearance for every 
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Figure 4: (a) One virtual 3D avatar interacting with the environment with another one walking in the background. (b) Marking 
menu for the avatar’s hand with the item for trajectories being selected. (c) Trajectory visualizing past and future time frames 
with the avatar at the center. A handle for adjusting the trajectory’s length is shown as well. 

person, except for being color-coded to help distinguish the avatars 
of diferent people from one another (Figure 1a). 

3.1.2 Manipulating Time. The torso of an avatar acts as a timeline 
scrubber to directly manipulate the current time of the visualiza-
tion. This corresponds to the Explore interaction category of Yi et 
al. [64] as it allows analysts to navigate through diferent points in 
time to fnd interesting aspects within the data. To interact with 
the torso, an analyst points at it and performs a mid-air tap-and-
hold gesture, then moves their hand left or right to scrub through 
time, updating the avatar’s visualizations accordingly. Performing 
a single air-tap gesture quickly without holding starts and stops 
the playback mode, which advances the dataset in real time. This 
technique is one of the tools to navigate through the data, with 
using the time control interface on the tablet being the other one. 

3.1.3 Accessing Additional Visualizations. Most visualizations in 
AvatAR are associated with a particular body part of the virtual 
avatars, from which they can also be activated and controlled. To 
interact with a specifc body part, an analyst points at it with their 
fnger to highlight it. Through a mid-air tap-and-hold gestured they 
then select the body part and a menu around it shows icons for the 
available visualizations. Moving the hand towards an icon selects 
it (Figure 4b). 

We use the hip, torso, head, hands, and feet as interactive ele-
ments of the avatar (see Figure 3 for an overview). The hips of the 
avatar represent the overall position of a person and provide access 
to its corresponding global 3D trajectory. As the head determines 
where and what a person is currently looking at, we use it to ac-
cess a visualization of a person’s gaze direction. The hands are the 
primary means of interaction and manipulation in an environment, 
so they are mapped to a visualization showing where a person 
interacted with the environment by touching it. The feet are used 
to access a heatmap of a person’s location, as well as a visualization 
of the footprints a person leaves while moving. 3D trajectories are 
also available for individual body parts (head, hands, feet) and will 
only show a visualization of that particular body part to provide 
more fne grained insights. 

These interaction techniques allow an analyst to access the wide 
range of diferent visualizations (described in detail in the following 
sections) through easy to recall menus at the body part of interest. 
It also enables analysts to quickly toggle visualizations they want 
to use together in combination for their current task. By tying the 
visualisations to the diferent body parts of the avatars, AvatAR 

allows the analysts to focus on the area that is currently of interest 
to them, such as what interaction with the environment a person 
has engaged in, or where their visual attention was directed to-
wards. This corresponds to the Encode interaction category of Yi 
et al. [64], because it allows analysts to access diferent representa-
tions of the dataset and choose the one suitable for their current 
goal. Furthermore, this is also an example of the Connect inter-
action category, as all the techniques accessible from the avatar’s 
body are directly related to the current time frame the avatar shows, 
and they all change in unison whenever the time frame is altered 
by the analyst. 

3.2 Trajectories 
3D trajectories add additional information to the immersive analysis 
environment. Each trajectory directly corresponds to a particular 
avatar. Trajectories provide an abstract representation of the loca-
tion of a person over a period of time. They can be used to gain 
an overview of the overall movement within an environment. Tra-
jectories are represented as continuous tubes (Figure 4c) painted 
in the same color as its corresponding avatar. When an analyst 
looks at either of the endpoints of the trajectory, a handle appears. 
Analysts can control the length of time visualized by dragging 
handles through mid-air gestures, thereby reducing or increasing 
the number of frames shown before and after the avatar’s current 
playback time. This is an example of the Filter interaction category 
of Yi et al. [64], allowing analysts to select the amount of data they 
want to see. By performing a double-air-tap at the endpoints, the 
length is set to infnity, thereby visualizing the full length of the 
dataset. In combination with the avatars, trajectories correspond 
to the Abstract/Elaborate interaction category of Yi et al. [64], 
because trajectories show an abstract representation of multiple 
data points, while an avatar shows an elaborated visualization of 
a single data point. AvatAR also provides access to individual tra-
jectories for the hands, feet, and head of a person, allowing for a 
more focused reference when analyzing data. This in turn is as-
sociated with the Encode interaction category, because it allows 
analysts to choose between diferent representations, as well as the 
Abstract/Elaborate category, since analysts can either focus on 
the overall position of an avatar or the location of a specifc body 
part. All trajectories are associated with their corresponding avatar 
and change together with it when the current time is altered. 
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Figure 5: (a) Ghost Preview technique with two pinned hand ghosts touching the display. (b) Specter Visualizations technique of 
just the avatar’s hands, showing past and future time frames as semi-transparent instances of the hands. (c) Gaze Visualization 
for two persons, one looking at the display and one looking at the other person. 

3.3 Further Integrating Avatars and 
Trajectories 

The immersive environment of AvatAR can show both 3D trajec-
tories and humanoid avatars in augmented reality at the same 
time. We further combine the high degree of details provided by 
the avatar with the summarizing overview of a trajectory through 
gaze-controlled ghost previews and specter visualizations. 

3.3.1 Gaze-Controlled Ghost Previews.  Ghost Preview 
nique uses the gaze direction of an analyst to show a semi-transparent 
preview of the avatar at that position along the trajectory. The re-
sulting Ghost Preview (Figure 5a) is shown more transparent than 
the actual avatar. By looking along the trajectory, an analyst can 
get an understanding of a person’s behavior over time without the 
need to explicitly interact with the avatar or watch the playback in 
real time. Similar to trajectories that can be used to visualize the 
motion of the entire body, as well as of individual body parts, the 
Ghost Preview technique is available for each activated trajectory. 
For example, trajectories of the hands provide an understanding 
of where a person’s hand has been and will go. An analyst can fol-
low along the detailed movements of the hands as Ghost Previews. 
This focused view allows the analyst to understand how a person 
interacted with the environment without obstructing their view by 
showing the whole body of the avatar. This is a details-on-demand 
technique, that corresponds to the Abstract/Elaborate interaction 
category of Yi et al. [64], since it provides details and elaborates on 
a particular point on the abstract trajectory view. A Ghost Preview 
can be pinned by performing a double air-tap (Figure 5a). This 
fxes them in place to be used for comparison with other points in 
time. This corresponds to the Select interaction category, allowing 
analysts to mark interesting points in the data for later comparison. 
Another double tap on a pinned item removes it again. 

The tech-

3.3.2 Specter Visualization. While the Ghost Preview techniques 
enhances the summative trajectory with the details of the avatar, 
the Specter Visualization follows the opposite strategy of enhancing 
the avatar visualizations by spatially multiplexing them along the 
temporal trajectory. To do this, we show the avatar not only for a 
single point in time, but for past and future time frames as semi-
transparent representations in set intervals (Figure 1c). When a 
person remains stationary, those representations are superimposed 
on each other, resulting in a more opaque visualization. However, 
if a person moves, only a semi-opaque specter trail remains visible. 

This technique provides an accurate representation of a person’s 
posture over time as well as a better sense of the motion of a person 
than just a single avatar would have. This technique corresponds to 
the Abstract/Elaborate interaction category of Yi et al. [64], since 
the ordinary trajectories provide an abstract representation while 
the Specter Visualization can provide more insights by ofering a 
detailed view of the same data. 

Specter Visualization can be difcult to interpret if too many of 
the avatar representations overlap. Therefore, the density of the 
visualization can be adjusted by dragging a handle on the Specter 
Visualization up or down using a mid-air gesture. The duration of 
frames shown in the past or future can be controlled by dragging 
the handle inward or outward. This corresponds to the Filter in-
teraction category of Yi et al. [64], allowing analysts to increase or 
reduce the visual complexity of the visualisation by fltering out 
certain data. These adjustments can be used to prevent the visu-
alization from becoming cluttered, confusing or difcult to read. 
It can also be further enhanced by using diferent colors for past 
and future frames to make it easier to identify the direction of the 
movement. Similarly to the Ghost Preview technique, the Specter Vi-
sualization technique can be applied to either the whole body of an 
avatar or just individual limbs like the hands or head, by selecting 
the corresponding option from the menu described in section 3.1. 
For example, Figure 5b shows a Specter Visualization for only the 
hands of an avatar. This enables an analyst to focus their analysis 
on a specifc body part while further reducing the complexity of 
the visualization. 

3.4 Environment Visualizations 
Visualizations can be embedded directly into the environment to 
strengthen the mapping and connection between real and virtual 
objects. 

3.4.1 Gaze Visualization. When analyzing human motion in an 
environment, people’s visual focus can provide an analyst with 
insights into the user’s behaviour as well as what they could per-
ceive from their position and whether they had an obstructed view. 
AvatAR’s Gaze Visualizations highlights where a person’s gaze in-
tersected with the environment (sources of gaze data are discussed 
in section 6.6.1). To achieve this, a ray is cast in a radial pattern from 
the middle between the eyes of the avatar into the environment, 
limited to ten degrees of a person’s feld of view, to represent their 
visual focus area (Figures 1b and 5c). When a ray hits a surface 
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Figure 6: (a) Visualization of interactions with the environment, here showing touches on an interactive display with the 
center one being highlighted. (b) Visualization of where the feet of two avatars are touching the foor of the environment. (c) 
Floorplan view on the tablet, showing an overview of the environment, the current position and orientation of the analyst, as 
well as trajectories and the current position of the avatars. 

of the environment, a sphere is created at this position, colored 
the same as their associated avatars. These spheres can help an 
analyst to determine whether certain objects in the environment 
where visisble to a person or if they were blocked from their view, 
e.g., being obstructed by a piece of furniture. Whenever an avatar’s 
head moves, the visualization is updated to refect the new position 
of the avatar’s eyes. Overall, this technique is an example of Ab-
stract/Elaborate, with the avatars head position and orientation 
representing the abstract view and the Gaze Visualization ofering 
an elaborate view of the data. 

3.4.2 Visualizing Touches Within the Environment. AvatAR allows 
an analysts to understand where a person directly interacted with 
their environment through touch, such as light switches or door 
handles. While in MIRIA [11] touch points on an interactive sur-
face are visulialized by superimposing a 2D point plot onto an 
interactive display in AR, we extend this concept with AvatAR by 
showing touch interactions with all surfaces in the environment 
as well as between diferent avatars. These touch interactions are 
embedded directly into the environment at the point of contact, 
represented as small spheres that are color coded to match the 
corresponding avatars. Looking at a sphere shows the timestamp 
the touch occured at. Performing an air-tap moves the current time 
to this timestamp, allowing analysts to navigate between diferent 
events. Spheres prior to the current time frame are shown in a 
darker shade than future ones. Touch interactions are determined 
by calculating the distance from the fngers of the avatar to the 
objects in the environment. Whenever this distance drops below a 
defned threshold, physical contact with the corresponding surface 
is assumed, which continues until the threshold is exceeded again. 
In other words, AvatAR aggregates all touch points that contribute 
to a touch interaction into a single sphere, positioned at the loca-
tion of the frst touch point. The touch visualization technique is 
related to the Explore interaction category of Yi et al. [64] because 
it allows analyst to directly jump to potentially interesting points 
within the dataset. It is also an example of the Connect interaction 
category because jumping to a particular point sets the avatar and 
all active visualizations to the same point in time as well. 

3.4.3 Heatmap and Footprint Visualization. To determine in which 
areas of the environment a lot of movement occurred and which ar-
eas people avoided, heatmap visualization are commonly used [11, 

24, 30]. AvatAR embeds heatmaps directly on the foor of the envi-
ronment. They can be toggled on or of for each avatar individually 
by selecting the corresponding icon in the feet’s radial menu. If 
multiple avatars’ heatmaps are active, they are combined into a 
single heatmap visualization. 

While heatmaps are suitable for visualizing aggregated move-
ment data, they don’t diferentiate between the movement of indi-
vidual people or show the direction of the movement. Therefore, 
AvatAR provides an additional visualization of the footsteps of in-
dividual people to show the exact position where a person’s feet 
touched the ground as well as the direction of movement. When-
ever a foot of a person touches the ground, a bare footprint marks 
that position (Figure 6b). This Footprint Visualization not only pro-
vides an overview of where a person moved, but how fast they 
moved through the environment. An example would be a person 
climbing a set of stairs by taking only every second step, which 
could indicate the person was in a hurry. Another example would 
be when people walked sideways through a tight space. Both of 
these would be difcult to determine using a conventional heatmap. 
In combination, heatmap and Footprint Visualization relate to the 
Abstract/Elaborate interaction category of Yi et al. [64], with the 
frst providing an abstract overview of the general movement den-
sity and the second providing detailed information of the actual 
steps a person took. 

3.5 Mobile Device Views 
While the mid-air input provided by the AR HMD allows analysts 
to directly interact with AR objects, it often lacks precision for, 
e.g., the detailed selection of time, and it is difcult to interact with 
objects from afar. The immersive AR view provided by the HMD is 
therefore complemented by a tablet (Figures 1a, 6c, 2), which serves 
as an additional input and output device. The haptic feedback and 
direct touch input of the tablet serves to mitigate the aforemen-
tioned issues. The tablet provides controls for all of the avatars’ 
visualisations, that can be used as an alternative to the radial menus 
attached to an avatar’s diferent body parts and thus allows manip-
ulating avatars which are either far away or completely or partially 
obstructed by the environment. The tablet also provides a foor plan, 
which shows a top-down view of the environment and the avatars 
in it. Thus, it helps analysts to orientate themselves, navigate within 
the environment, and to locate avatars even if they are not visible 
from their current position. Both, the avatar control view and the 
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foor plan, can be switched by pressing the corresponding button 
on the top of the tablet’s screen. 

3.5.1 Floor Plan View. The Floor Plan View provides an overview 
of the surrounding environment to the analyst to help with nav-
igation and orientation. It shows a 2D foor plan of the current 
building that can be interacted with using the common drag-to-
pan and pinch-to-zoom touch interaction techniques (see Figure 
1a and 6c). The current position and orientation of the analyst 
within the environment is shown by a view cone that is updated 
dynamically as the analyst moves or faces diferent directions. 2D 
trajectories, superimposed on the foor plan provide a top down 
visualization of the time-varying position of each avatar within the 
data set. In contrast to the 3D trajectories of the AR view, these 2D 
trajectories show the entirety of the motion instead of a specifc 
time window, to allow the analyst getting and overview over the 
complete dataset. This in turn relates to Abstract/Elaborate [64], 
with the tablet providing an abstract 2D overview of environment 
and trajectories and the AR view providing a detail representation 
of the avatars and trajecotries directly within the environment. All 
trajectories are color-coded the same way as their corresponding 
AR counterparts. A circle on the 2D trajectories visualizes the cur-
rent position of each avatar on the foor plan as a general overview 
and to make it easier for analysts for fnd them in AR. Analysts 
can enter a selection mode by pressing a corresponding button in 
the corner of the foor plan, to perform a lasso-selection technique 
using a touch drag gesture. This selects all 2D trajectories crossing 
the area as well as their corresponding avatars. All other avatars 
and their associated visualizations are hidden in AR as well as on 
the foor plan. This is a Filter interaction [64]. Performing a double 
tap anywhere on the foor plan discards the selection and shows 
all avatars and trajectories again. 

3.5.2 Avatar Control View. The Avatar Control View ofers a de-
tailed overview of all the avatars in the scene (see Figure 2). It 
consists of a global time control and dedicated time controls for 
each avatar in the dataset, containing the avatar’s ID, a time slider 
to manipulate time continuously, buttons for advancing or reverting 
time in single frames, and a button to toggle play mode where time 
advances continuously. By default, the global time control slider 
manipulates time for all avatars in unison, and the time sliders 
for each avatar are locked. A check box can be toggled to deacti-
vate time synchronization for the avatars, which locks the global 
time slider and enables to manipulate time independently for each 
avatar using their dedicated sliders. The time sliders of avatars 
are colored to match their virtual 3D avatar counterparts to help 
diferentiate them. Diferent shades on the slider indicate when 
a particular person was present in the scene, i.e., when there is 
actual data on a person that can be visualized. This allows an ana-
lyst to quickly get an overview over where in the data each avatar 
is present. Furthermore, by taping the ID feld, an avatar can be 
disabled to flter the dataset. Underneath the time slider a list of 
buttons can be used to control each avatar’s visualizations (see 
section 3.1), providing an analyst with an alternative to using the 
radial menus in AR. These buttons can also be found at the global 
time control for toggling visualizations for all avatars together. This 
further supports the tablet’s role as an overview device by allowing 
an analyst, e.g., to quickly enable the heatmap view for all avatars 

to gain an understanding of the overall movement in a particular 
area. 

4 PROTOTYPE 
To explore the technical feasibility of our visualization techniques 
in a real environment, we developed a prototype implementation 
of AvatAR. It was implemented for Microsoft HoloLens 2 and a 
Microsoft Surface Pro 7 as accompanying tablet. The applications 
were developed in the Unity 3D engine1 with the Mixed Reality 
Toolkit2. Both devices communicate with a central server using TCP 
and a custom protocol to synchronize state. Our AvatAR prototype 
provides a visualization environment for human motion data. It 
should be noted that it does not ofer a complete processing pipeline 
that would also include capturing, processing, and refnement of 
these data. 

4.1 Data Sets 
As sample data sources for our visualizations we used the CMU 
Panoptic Studio datset [32, 55], JTA dataset [27], as well as a custom 
data set for one of the co-author’s home-ofce environment consist-
ing of three people interacting in the space (see the accompanying 
video fgure for the last example). Due to the ongoing COVID–19 
pandemic we were not able to newly record in-situ data in an actual 
ofce or shop. 

4.2 Spatial Occlusion and Environment Model 
Although AvatAR uses HoloLens’ spatial mapping for tracking and 
spatial orientation, a custom-built 3D model is used to determine 
the spatial occlusion of virtual objects by real objects. The real 
environment was measured in detail for this purpose and recreated 
in the 3D modeling program 3ds Max. Integrated into our Unity 
prototype, the resulting 3D model is manually aligned to match 
the real space geometry at the frst start of the program. Occlusion 
of virtual objects was achieved by using a custom shader for the 
environment model that only writes to the depth bufer but not 
into the frame bufer. The result is a much more accurate spatial 
occlusion model than the one created by the HoloLens’ built-in ca-
pabilities. This enhances immersion and allows to perform raycasts 
necessary for our environment visualizations using Unity’s physics 
engine and the 3D model. Consequently, the gaze visualization’s 
visual imprints closely match real world geometry, increasing its 
representational accuracy. The foor plan used in the tablet view is 
also based on the custom 3D model of the environment, which was 
reduced to two dimensions in 3ds Max before being imported into 
Unity. 

4.3 Preparing AvatAR for a Specifc Use Case 
In principle, AvatAR can be confgured to support any environment. 
The necessary steps are the selection of the data source, a suitable 
environmental model, and the corresponding foor plan. Selecting 
the data set is the most important step. AvatAR uses an internal 
format for representing the collective joint data, but ofers convert-
ers for a variety of formats, such as the standard OpenPose joint 
format [20]. Once a data set is selected and parsed, the avatars are 

1https://unity.com/
2https://github.com/microsoft/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity 

https://unity.com/
https://github.com/microsoft/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity
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Figure 7: (a) The hands of avatars connecting as people shake hands to greet each other. (b) A person performing a dance 
choreography with their hand movements visible as a trajectory and the positions where their feet touch the foor as foot 
steps. (c) People having to move through a narrow passage to get past each other in a retail store scenario. 

placed into the environment and the scene can be explored using 
our previously described techniques. An important consideration is 
the origin of the coordinate system in which the joint positions are 
represented and how it relates to the real environment. AvatAR in 
its current implementation does not have automatic alignment as 
this would require extensive knowledge of the target environment. 
Instead, a gesture-based interface allows a user to manually align 
the tracking data with the real environment at the frst start of the 
program. 

The next step is to provide a 3D model of the environment 
which is used for the spatial occlusion of virtual objects by the real 
environment. This can either be created manually, as in the current 
prototype, or for example be extracted from a BIM system or be 
created by a LIDAR scan. Alternatively, the built-in functionality of 
the HoloLens can also be used for this purpose, although it ofers 
lower precision. The last step is to provide a foor plan to show on 
the tablet for orientation. In our current prototype, this was created 
manually based on the 3D model, but can be extracted from an 
existing BIM system or provided by other sources. AvatAR assumes 
that the 3D model and the foor plan have the same coordinate 
origin as the data set to ensure the data is aligned and displayed 
correctly. 

After these steps have been performed, AvatAR is adapted to 
the new environment and ready for in-situ analysis of the data. 
Since AvatAR is a research prototype and not a fnished product, 
currently those changes must be performed in the Unity 3D engine 
and no dedicated interface is provided within the prototype. 

5 USE CASE SCENARIOS 
In this section we want to demonstrate the transferability of our con-
cepts to diferent application domains by presenting three use-case 
scenarios: 1) analysing movement patterns in an ofce context, 2) 
learning of dance movements, and 3) retail and advertising. Through 
these scenarios we illustrate how the individual techniques can be 
used to gain insights into spatial tracking data, as well as how 

workfows combine the techniques, showcasing AvatAR’s depth 
and breadth. 

This paper is accompanied by a video fgure demonstrating the 
overall concept of AvatAR, as well as three short video clips as 
supplementary material showcasing these three use case scenarios. 

5.1 Scenario 1: Analysing movement patterns 
in an ofce context 

Leah works as a facility manager in a small company. After work-
ing entirely from home for a period of time due to COVID–19, 
employees are anticipated to come back into the ofce more fre-
quently. Leah wants to use this opportunity to optimize the work 
space layout and identify places that are frequented by many people 
and therefore might pose issues regarding workplace hygiene. A 
pre-pandemic work session of the employees was captured with a 
camera-based tracking system set up in the ofce, and Leah loads 
this data set into AvatAR for analysis. 

Leah starts her analysis by looking at the trajectories in the foor 
plan view of the tablet to get a general overview of where people 
were moving. She immediately notices a pattern where a person 
is moving back and forth in their ofce. After taking a look of the 
corresponding heatmap visualization an the 3D trajectories, Leah 
pins several Ghost Previews of the person. She notices, that the per-
son is most likely making a phone call while restlessly wandering 
around the ofce. Although Leah views this behavior with curiosity, 
it does not pose a health risk, and she continues to explore the data 
set further. 

Leah looks again at the foor plan and notices that two people’s 
trajectories are moving towards and then away from each other. 
Leah sets the current time of the visualization to just before the 
encounter and starts the playback. She observes how the hands of 
the avatars connect as the two people shake hands to greet each 
other before heading to their respective desks (see Fig. 7a). Leah 
makes a note to remind the employees to keep their distance from 
each other and avoid physical contact as much as possible. 
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She notices several people moving and staying for a longer time 
in one of the larger ofces. Leah also goes there and fnds a digital 
whiteboard at the corresponding location. When manipulating time 
and watching the avatars, Leah notices people are interacting with 
the whiteboard and are having lively discussions with each other. 
She realizes that this is a popular place for having ad-hoc meetings 
and also notices that people pay little attention to the distance they 
keep from each other. Leah makes a mental note to enact a strict 
mask requirement at such meetings in the future as they pose a 
high risk setting. 

Leah activates the Touch Visualization for several of the people 
present at the ofce to investigate where they had direct contact 
with the facilities. She detects many touches at a table in one of the 
larger ofces and moving over there, notices a French press and 
other cofee-making equipment. Activating several touch points, 
Leah identifes at least three diferent people interacting with the 
equipment for a longer time. Leah makes a mental note to replace 
the French press with an automatic cofee maker, which is easier 
to disinfect and therefore easier to work into her hygiene concept. 

5.2 Scenario 2: Remote Analysis of a Dance 
Choreography 

Walter decides to take up his old hobby of dancing again after years 
of hiatus. However, due to an ongoing pandemic, Walter is unable 
to personally attend any schools. Looking for a solution online, 
he fnds a school which ofers to digitize his dance moves, which 
will be then analyzed by one of the instructors. Working through a 
tutorial, Walter sets up several cameras to capture his performance 
as skeleton data and sends it to Eliza, his assigned instructor, to 
provide feedback for his performance. Since for this scenario, the 
environment is not of importance and the recording can be played 
back anywhere, Eliza uses one of the rooms of the dancing school 
to watch a playback of the recording on her HMD. She can walk 
around the avatar to fully understand Walter’s body posture and 
movement. In addition, she can pause the playback at any time to 
inspect the current posture in great detail (see Fig. 7b). Analyzing 
the Footstep Visualization on the foor, Eliza is able to determine 
if Walter placed his feet correctly after landing a jump and if his 
stride is big enough. When unsure, Eliza can also shadow Walter’s 
movements and use her own experience to determine if the moves 
have been performed correctly. As a result, Eliza is able to provide 
Walter with detailed feedback on how to improve his dancing. She 
even provides Walter with a recording of her own performance of 
the same routine, that Walter can replay using AvatAR on his own 
to learn from Eliza’s example. 

In a similar way, AvatAR could be used for physiotherapy: a 
therapist can follow the patient’s recorded movement to understand 
how well the patient is progressing without the need for daily in-
practice appointments. 

5.3 Scenario 3: Understanding and Improving 
Customer Experience 

Sam wants to use AvatAR to understand customers’ experience for 
a clothing store and optimize its layout. Using trajectories, Sam 
analyzes how customers arrive and move through the store and 
fnds several bottlenecks, where a lot of the trajectories converge. 

Enclosing one such area on the tablet, Sam flters the dataset to 
only those people that moved through this area. Turning on the 
replay, it becomes now clear customers have to take turns in passing 
between the shelves or need to squeeze past each other (see Fig. 
7c). Customers further seem to quickly vacate the area to move out 
of each other’s way, which Sam confrms using the heatmaps. By 
comparing these observations against the store’s sales records later, 
Sam discovers unusually low sales for items on display in that area, 
confrming that the store layout negatively afects business and 
needs to be changed. 

Sam shadows a single avatar throughout the store to experience 
the store and its oferings from the perspective of a customer. Using 
trajectories as a guide, Sam uses the Ghost Preview to quickly gain 
an overview of a persons posture at diferent points in time. Pinning 
several of these previews for a couple of diferent avatars allows 
Sam to create several personas, illustrating diferent customer types. 
Sam plans to show these to marketing colleagues, and to convince 
investors that a better store layout is needed. 

To provide customers with a safe and clean shopping experience, 
Sam uses AvatAR’s visualization of touches with the environment 
to see which surfaces are frequently touched and therefore need to 
be cleaned more often. In addition, the Gaze Visualization allows 
Sam to fnd which areas of the store customers look at. Sam notices 
that customers’ gaze often falls onto a shelf next to the exit as they 
leave the store. Sam notes this down as an ideal placement for ad-
vertisement of upcoming sales as well as grab-and-go promotional 
items. 

These three scenarios illustrate how AvatAR’s techniques can be 
applied in analysis tasks in three diferent application domains. In 
the following section we will discuss how the techniques support a 
holistic understanding through individual and combined use. 

6 DISCUSSION 
In this work, we explored how diferent types of visualizations 
can be applied in AR to gain a better understanding of people’s 
movement and interactions with the environment. AvatAR’s aim is 
not only to allow analysts to passively observe spatial information, 
but enable full immersion into the experience. AvatAR provides 
diferent ways of synthesising a scene, either through "live" in-
the-moment replay, longitudinal understanding through summary 
visualisations, as well as highlighting interactions with the envi-
ronment. 

6.1 Power in combination 
The purpose of AvatAR’s individual techniques is to enable insights 
into how people utilise the space (3D Trajectories, Footprint Visual-
ization), areas of interest (Gaze Visualisation, Heatmap), as well as 
detailed views of people’s actions (Avatars, Touches with the environ-
ment). Each of these act as basic building block enabling a detailed 
analysis of a particular aspects of a dataset and the overall inter-
action of the people. In our scenarios the individual components 
also demonstrate the general workfow. However, each technique 
is designed to be used in combination with other techniques, which 
has the potential to gain even further insights than using each tech-
nique in isolation. In particular, AvatAR allows analysts to combine 
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detailed views (Avatars and Ghost Preview) with overview visualisa-
tions (Trajectories, Spectre Visualization, and heatmap). In addition, 
the time-based techniques (Trajectories, Spectre Visualization) not 
only provide a summary visualisation over a period of time, but 
further support analysts’ awareness. By combining these compo-
nents, insights can be gained, comparisons made, and interactions 
understood. For example, the Spectre Visualization as well as several 
pinned Ghost Previews can be used to create a static representation 
of a person’s movement over a longer period of time for deeper 
understanding as well as sharing. Also, simply watching an avatar’s 
spectre trails and footsteps in a space could tell an analyst whether 
to expect large or small movements, where avatars come from and 
go to, and how many avatars to expect in the scene. 

The three scenarios explore a potential future of spatial data 
analysis using AvatAR’s capabilities. While the target audience is 
grounded in existing personas (i.e., shop owners wanting to un-
derstand a store design’s efectiveness; dancers wanting to learn a 
new routine; or physiotherapists wanting to understand progress 
of their clients), the underlying data for such analysis might not 
yet exist on a large scale: AvatAR requires human motion data with 
a high level of detail, recorded within a potentially large area (from 
room scale to building scale). While prototypical tracking infras-
tructure can create such data, as mentioned previously, it is not yet 
readily available and can only be created with high investment costs 
regarding time and money. However, the further development of 
algorithms that can calculate human skeletons from conventional 
camera images can signifcantly reduce this cost. While an in-the-
wild deployment of AvatAR would have yielded deeper insights 
into the system’s usability and use, the aim of the current work was 
to demonstrate the feasibility of those techniques and their power 
in combination to gather a holistic understanding of a scene. 

6.2 Diferentiation of AvatAR to existing 
approaches. 

Several prior works have explored how human motion data can 
be visualised and analysed. After having described AvatAR and 
potential usage scenarios in the previous sections, in the following 
we want to highlight how AvatAR extends and difers from these 
prior works. 

Ocupado [47] allows an analysts to explore temporal building 
occupancy data through 2D bar graphs, line charts, and similar 
charts. It further allows to flter the data a foorplan view. In contrast, 
AvatAR provides in-situ visualisations that are directly embedded 
in the environment they were recorded in. Furthermore, AvatAR 
visualises detailed motion data through 3D visualisation, rather 
than presence data. AvatAR’s connected handheld device is similar 
to Ocupado’s interactive foor plan in that it allows selection of 
regions of interest. Additionally, AvatAR’s foor plan view visualises 
movement data (position, orientation, trajectories) of the people 
in the dataset as well as the position of the analyst in the physical 
space. 

Similar to Yu et al.’s work [65], which explored how an extended 
reality system can be used to teach users a dance or exercise rou-
tine, our second scenario (section 5.2) comprises a dancing scenario. 
In contrast to this prior work, AvatAR does not provide motion 
guidance as it is aimed at analysis tasks, not at learning tasks. 

Similarly to Yu et al.’s work AvatAR allows analysts to step into 
a frst-person view, but additionally AvatAR also allows them to 
observe data from a third-person perspective. Through this embod-
iment, AvatAR makes the data not only explorable by the analysts, 
but experienceable as they can “step into” the recorded user’s po-
sition, with an emphasis on observing and analysing, rather than 
guidance or learning. 

Kraus et al. [35] developed a system for 4D scene reconstruction 
based on image and video footage, which also includes OpenPose 
skeleton detection and supplementation of humans with 3D avatars. 
Their system allows an analyst to explore the data on a desktop 
as well as in a VR scene. In contrast, AvatAR displays the recorded 
data in the environment it was recorded in. It further provides 
visualisations that go beyond playback of the data and help in un-
derstanding of space utilization (e.g., heatmap and trajectories) and 
interactions with the environment (e.g., gaze, touch, and footprint). 
Furthermore, Kraus et al’s system and AvatAR could complement 
each other by using the output of their full data procession pipeline 
as input to AvatAR, providing the time variant skeleton data loaded 
into AvatAR for in-situ study and analysis. 

MIRIA [11] is an in-situ AR analysis environment similar to 
AvatAR, enabling the exploration of movement and interaction data 
through 3D trajectories and additional visualizations like heatmaps. 
While MIRIA provides an overview of movement over time, AvatAR 
is concerned with providing an overview using trajectories and 
heatmaps as well as a high degree of detail by visualizing a person’s 
full body and posture, which could lead to more nuanced insights 
of an individual person’s behavior. Another key diference is that 
MIRIA allows analysts to place additional visualizations on the 
foor or walls of an environment, while AvatAR embeds visualisa-
tions directly into the environment (Gaze, Footprint, and Touch 
visualization), directly resembling the geometry of a space. This 
potentially leads not only to a higher degree of immersion, but 
also enables a more detailed analysis of touches with surfaces of 
complex, non-planar geometry. 

Lilija et al. [40] presented a system for analyzing the movement 
of objects in a VR environment. Similar to AvatAR, 3D trajectories 
provide a summary of an object’s movement, proxy objects showing 
an object’s current position, and time controls enable scrubbing 
through time. However, their work supports exploration of virtual 
spaces that recreate a real environment, whereas AvatAR supports 
in-situ exploration of the data. Additionally AvatAR ofers several 
diferent visualizations beyond 3D trajectories, therefore posing a 
greater potential to gain insights into the data by giving a richer 
set of tools. 

In summary, what diferentiates AvatAR from other works is our 
focus on immersive in-situ analysis using detailed 3D humanoid 
avatars to understand detailed actions, complemented by 3D trajec-
tories to understand space utilization, as well as additional visual-
izations embedded directly into the environment to highlight areas 
of interest. These visualizations can be accessed directly through 
the avatars as well as through a tablet device. AvatAR thus repre-
sents an important aspect in the overall design space for analyzing 
human motion data, not through individual techniques themselves, 
but through the entirety of the system and the way the diferent 
techniques integrate with each other. 
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6.3 Future Evaluation of AvatAR 
Throughout the course of this work, we have sought to demonstrate 
the potential utility of AvatAR. We showed the practical feasibility 
of AvatAR through our prototype implementation (see section 4), 
as well as outlined possible use cases with the scenarios in section 
5. However, it is unknown how much AvatAR actually supports the 
analysis of human motion data, as we were not able to conduct an 
evaluation of our system with real users due to the ongoing COVID– 
19 pandemic. In the future we want to build on this foundation and 
conduct an in-the-wild study within a concrete use case, such as 
an ofce or a construction site, in which real users use AvatAR to 
solve real problems. Such a study can help to gain insight into how 
AvatAR’s techniques are used to solve real-world analysis problems, 
which techniques are preferred by users, and what weaknesses or 
enhancement potential users identify in the respective techniques. 

6.4 Changes within the Environment 
One of the potential advantages of embedding in-situ AR visualiza-
tion into the real environment is that, in addition to their personal 
perspective, it becomes easier for analysts to take the perspective 
of a person being analyzed. This requires that the environment that 
analysts encounter during their analysis corresponds to the one 
that existed at the time the movement data was captured. How-
ever, our living and working environments are subject to constant 
change and both smaller objects, such as cups, keyboards, or mobile 
devices, as well as pieces of furniture, such as tables and chairs, can 
easily be moved into diferent positions. This perceived mismatch 
between environment and a person’s action can on the one hand 
be confusing for the analyst. On the other hand, the detailed visu-
alization can help to identify such discrepancies within the dataset. 
For example, when an avatar sits in mid-air, where there is no chair 
in the real world, an analysts could easily notice that something 
must have changed. 

Work by Lilija [40] allows users to track objects in virtual re-
ality and use them to jump directly to the time any changes to 
them might occur. Transferring such techniques into the real world 
requires tracking of manipulated objects in addition to people oc-
cupying it. In controlled conditions this might be easily achieved 
by, e.g., placing optical markers on them, but outside of such envi-
ronments, tracking objects poses a signifcant technical challenge. 
Additionally, relevant objects would need to be represented as vir-
tual objects in AR, meaning they need to be digitised. However, 
once both tracking data and digitized model have been created, 3D 
trajectories could be used to provide an overview of the objects’ 
movement with the model representing their current position at 
the current point in time. 

Besides moving objects, the overall condition of the environ-
ment can also change between recording and analysis of data. This 
includes aspects such as the lighting conditions, temperature, hu-
midity and others, which can also have an infuence on the behavior 
of people. For example, a person might be infuenced to change 
their workplace by direct sunlight falling onto their screen, which 
might not be clear when the analysis is performed under diferent 
lighting conditions. Capturing such environmental conditions and 
visualizing them can therefore lead to further insights. 

6.5 In-Situ vs. Remote 
AvatAR’s core ability is to visualize data in the same environment 
it was captured in, as demonstrated through our frst and third 
scenario. In addition, AvatAR can be used for remote scenarios as 
demonstrated in our second scenario: Analysing data of people 
recorded in a diferent than the playback environment. Another 
such example is the CMU Panoptic Studio dataset [32, 55], which 
has been recorded in small dome, resulting in detailed 3D human 
recordings. Using AvatAR, these recordings can be played back in 
any other environment of at least similar size for detailed analysis. 
This can be especially useful for analysing complex motions, for 
example in learning and teaching scenarios. 

Scaling of the analyzed environment is another interesting aspect. 
While in-situ visualizations need to be viewed in the same scale as 
the environment they where recorded in to keep their relationship 
intact, this is not the case for remote scenarios. Here, the scaling can 
be adjusted to ft the analysis being performed, catering to classic 
overview and detail techniques. For example, for a building, it is 
possible to look at a single foor as a world-in-miniature view to get 
an overview of the movement patterns, and then drill down into 
individual areas of the building to look at the interaction between 
specifc people. 

6.6 Relation to the Dataset and Limitations 
In the following, we discuss considerations and limitations of AvatAR 
in how well it represents the underlying dataset with regard to the 
level of detail visualized, its length, and the number of people—and 
thus avatars—included. It should be mentioned that AvatAR is not 
a system designed for capturing tracking data, but a dedicated vi-
sualization framework that can be used to analyze already existing 
datasets from diferent sources. 

6.6.1 Level of Detail of the Dataset. The various visualizations that 
make up AvatAR, most notably the virtual avatars themselves, are 
created using skeletal data, or more specifcally, a list of absolute po-
sitions for the various joints of the human body. AvatAR is agnostic 
to the tracking system used to create this joint data: Any tracking 
system that can provide a set of joint positions in 3D space can 
be used with AvatAR to reconstruct virtual avatars. Examples in-
clude the CMU Panopticum Studio [32, 55], Vicon motion tracking 
systems, Microsoft’s Kinect, as well as systems using simple RGB 
cameras [43, 60]. Even visualization of data generated from virtual 
sources [19, 27] is possible. While some methods of data capture 
may only detect a person’s position and orientation, others may be 
able to capture detailed motion, down to movement of fngers and 
facial expression. 

We have focused on datasets providing a moderate level of f-
delity, which can be achieved using relatively fast processing of com-
mercial RGB camera footage. In fact, our prototype fully supports 
the standard OpenPose 18 or 24 joint positions for the body [20] and 
2x21 joint positions for the hands [54]. Therefore, all datasets that 
provide this level of fdelity or less can be be displayed and AvatAR 
is not limited regarding the complexity of the motion sequence. One 
aspect of AvatAR where our prototype could be expanded to beneft 
from even more detailed datasets is the Gaze Visualization tech-
nique. Currently, we use the position and orientation of the head to 
reconstruct the likely view cone of a person. With the availability 
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of eye tracking data, this visualization can be improved to use the 
actual movement of the eyes as the basis for the visualization. 

Another technique which is strongly infuenced by the fdelity of 
the dataset is the visualization of touches with the environment. If 
data for each fnger is available, the visualization can be created with 
a high degree of precision by calculating the distance for each fnger 
with the environment individually, using a threshold of roughly 
one centimeter to register hits. When no fnger data is available, the 
position of the hand is used instead to calculate possible interactions 
with the environment. However, the threshold needs to be much 
higher and is prone to generate false positives where a person’s 
hand was close to a surface without actually touching it. AvatAR’s 
prototype implementation supports both versions and gracefully 
degrades to using the hand joints if no fnger data is provided by 
the dataset. 

Even more so, AvatAR can even be useful when fewer joint data 
is present than OpenPose’s 18 joints, as the visualisations and con-
cepts gracefully degrade: When only a single position is available 
for each person, trajectories can be used instead of avatars. When 
at least a position and orientation is known, an avatar can be placed 
into a scene facing the correct direction to provide better insights of 
how a person may have ft into a particular environment. If data for 
legs and feet were missing, a foating torso can be rendered, which 
could still allow analysts to gain further insights into position, ac-
tions, and interactions. The position and orientation of the head, 
or the presence of enough joints to reconstruct it (e.g. eyes, nose, 
or forehead), enables the use of the Gaze Visualization, and foot 
joints data in turn enables the Footprint Visualization. Therefore, 
the avatars and accompanying visualization techniques can adapt 
to the fdelity of the data set, providing rough visualizations when 
little joint data is present and providing fne-grained visualizations 
when used with a rich data set. 

6.6.2 Length of the Dataset. When analyzing human motion data, 
there are diferent goals that the analyst can pursue in their anal-
ysis. For example, the analyst may be interested in the detailed 
inspection of short, specifc motion sequences or in the longer-term 
understanding of larger time periods to identify motion patterns. 
AvatAR aims to support the former, focusing on datasets that are 
a few minutes up to an hour in length and AvatAR’s time controls 
on the tablet are designed with such a use case in mind. For larger 
datasets in the range of hours or even days, the current controls 
and fltering mechanics are most like insufcient and need to be 
adapted. Furthermore, mid-air interaction alters the current time 
frame relative to the avatar, which is useful for advancing several 
seconds into future or past, but not suitable for skipping longer time 
periods. However, there is already a body of research for exploring 
large timelines (cf. [1]) which can be integrated into the control 
view of AvatAR’s tablet interface to mitigate these issues. 

6.6.3 Number of supported Avatars. Some of the proposed visual-
ization techniques are limited regarding the number of people that 
can be analyzed comfortably, especially when the people are very 
close to each other. AvatAR was designed to and works best when 
analyzing small groups of up to around ten people. While more 
people are technically supported, it is advisable to use the tablet 
to flter the selection to people relevant to the current analysis 
to avoid a visual information overload. One concept of AvatAR is 

to provide not only a single 3D trajectory for each person in the 
dataset, but several ones for the diferent limbs of a person. Due to 
the large number of trajectories that can be generated by this, it can 
be difcult to distinguish between diferent trajectories belonging 
to diferent people and body parts. To further reduce complexity, 
it may therefore be benefcial to show only a single trajectory per 
avatar. The same applies when activating additional visualization 
techniques which leave visual imprints in the environment, such 
as the Gaze or Footstep Visualization. An extreme example is the 
Specter Visualization technique, which is impractical to use for more 
than one person at a time, as the large amount of intertwined semi-
transparent avatar representations make it very hard to make out 
any distinguishing features. 

To summarize, AvatAR’s concepts are designed to support an-
alysts in environments that are not too crowded, aiming at the 
detailed analysis of individuals and small groups. Future work is 
needed to expand these techniques to longer periods of time, larger 
environments, or where the goal is to understand collective crowd 
behavior. 

7 CONCLUSION 
We presented AvatAR, an immersive visualization environment for 
the in-situ analysis of human motion data. Our contribution consists 
of the design of a set of visualization techniques that take advantage 
of the combination of virtual humanoid avatars with 3D trajectories, 
as well as techniques for embedding visualizations directly into 
the real environment. All these techniques were implemented in a 
prototype, and we presented three scenarios demonstrating how 
AvatAR’s prototype can help with spatial analysis tasks. Building 
on this strong foundation, we consider the next step for future 
work to apply our prototype to a real-world analysis problem and 
to perform an extensive evaluation of our concepts in this context. 
We are confdent that AvatAR has the potential to provide a real 
beneft in the analysis of human motion data by enabling analysts 
to occupy the same space as the data and immerse themselves with 
the virtual avatars being analyzed. 
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